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POWER PROCESSING UNIT FOR
ELECTRICAL PROPULSION THRUSTER SYSTEMS
SALEXANDR

I.CHERNISHEV, YURI A.SHINYAKOV, NICOLAI MKATASONOV

Main technical features of PPUs for TSs with electrical heating and stationary plasma
thrusters designed by GNPP Polusare listed. The questions connected with the development

of more elaborate PPU's dedicated to TS's based on SPT are considered on
S theandexploltation
base of accumulated experience.
Introduction

I
S

A spacecraft electrical propulsion thruster system (EPTS) Is a complex of executive and
measuring organs: electrical propulsion thrusters (EPT), electrical valves, thermotrottles,
heaters, pressure sensors etc. The level and the form of the energy these organs use are
various. That Is why specialized power processing units (PPU) are used to form power
supply modes and operating coercions the EPTS elements. Those PPUs are Integral parts
of EPTSs.
GNPP Polus (Tomsk) has a great experience In developing and producing PPU
equipment for EPTSs with electrical heater and stationary plasma thrusters (SPT). The
main technical features of the designed PPU modifications are listed in the table (only EPT,
without consideration of other EPTS organs).
The difference between power processing units of the I group is In the simultaneously
operating EPT quantity and In the outcoming power correspondingly. Only, particular SPT70 complex provides the best correlation of PPU-2E. PPU-2EM and PPU-KP systems may
work with any SPT complex of the corresponding TS.
Units of the II group have different levels of the Income supply voltage (27 V for
17M220 and 40 V for 14D93 and PPU-K), the load composition, the design (Inside the
hermetic container or outside of It). PPUs of any modification are Interchangeable In the
SPT complex.
..
,
A series of unified PPU's (III group) with various EPT composition has been designed for
the electrical heater EPTS using gidroslne for propellant The number of these PPU
modifications meets the need for them for the specific class of spacecraft being developed
and exploited. Thrusters heaters power supply is from reducing converter of the on-board
stabilized DC mains.

I

There are three problems specific for this PPU class among the problems being
solved while developing PPU for TS based on SPT, these are PPU structure choice,
correlation of PPU output characteristics and Input ones of the SPT and the whole EPTS,
Improving SPT characteristics by. PPU. Nowadays, there are two ways of choice the PPU
structure: Individual supplying and controlling each unit and group one using
commutators.
SPT and PPU correlation necessity derives from the features of SPT as plasma
generator, from that there are starting and anomalous (Increased conductivity) modes In
plasma channel. Since SPT Is the object of power supplying and controlling for PPU, Its
characteristics (accuracy, lifetime and reliability) must be determined by PPU.
* GNPP Polus, Tomsk, Russia
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PPU Modification EPT type EPT
group
qtty in
the
EPTS

Simultaneously
operating
EPT
quantity

_

PPU-2E

PPU
maximum
outcoming
power, W

Note

1500

I

4

1-2

1500
750

Exploited since
1981
Complex ground
test comducted
Exploited since

8

2

3000

1994

SPT-70
PPU-2EM
PPU-KP
17M220

II

SPT-100
14D93
PPU-K

III

In producing stage

17M222
Electrical
17M222-01 heater
17M222-02 K-10;
17M222-04 C5.217
17M222-05

12-24

1-6

500-1000
Exploited since

_______1994

PPU structure for TP based on SPT
The PPU structure becomes materially complicated in connection with requirements of
galvanic decoupling of the supply circuits of the SPT elements because of which each SPT
element should be supplied either individually from the different converters 'or from
common for SPT group converters through commutators. Since there are two SPTs used for
each thrust direction in the EPTS being developed and exploited and since the second one
may perform both the reserve's and the thrust amplifier's function, the rational structure is
that shown on the Flg.1 with two Identical power processing sets PPS1 and PPS2 put in
parallel with power supply buses of power supply system (PSS).
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Fig. 1. Structure of PPU in TP
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All PPS functional packs are of redundancy ratio In the range 1 to 2 to enhance the
reliability. Anode voltage converters of the most mass content are of redundancy 1.3 and the
average redundancy factor results not more than 1.8. Consequently, the total mass of the
PPS of the Fig.1 structure comes to 3.6 conventional units. In the structure with Individual
PPS's for each of 8 thrusters the total mass of PPS comes to 8 conventional mass units and
more than twice exceeds the total mass of the Fig.1 PPS. However, the necessity of using
supply and control circuits commutators C of SPT connected with the requirements of
their galvanic decoupling decreases this exceeding to 1.4.
So, the PPU structure with the group power supply and control and the commutation of
SPT Is preferential.
Correlation of PPU with SPT
The proficiency of EPTS operating In many respects depends on the grade of the
PPU and SPT characteristics correlation that is testified by Information obtained during
complex perfecting and exploitation of PPU as a part of EPTS with the SPT type thrusters.

3

For the results of analysis of the SPT operation peculiarities as during ground
tests as during the exploitation the method of power supplying [1] was proposed by GNPP
Polus that provides the effective correlation of PPU and SPT In starting, nominal and
anomalous modes. To do this the discharge circuit power source forms three levels of
discharge current the pulse current, the bum-through current and the nominal current The
pulse current amplitude Is a function of conductivity (Y) between the electrodes Id.n = Ud Y,
where Ud Is nominal discharge voltage. Since power supply system and anode voltage
converter powers are limited and Y In the starting and anomalous thruster conductivity modes
may several times exceed nominal one, a buffer source of high power Is required to
provide the needed amplitude of the pulse, current. For such a source It Is rational to use a
capacity power accumulator CPA with the capacity not less than C=(Ip.av-b)t1/Ud,
where I& p.v Is the average pulse starting current value, Ib Is bum-through current formed
by anode converter, t, Is the average pulse:startlng current duration. The CPA power Is
also used to burn through the thruster anode-cathode 'gap at the Instant of anomalous
conductivity nitiates. Concurrent with the pulse current, the bum-through current b tformed
by the anode voltage converter [2] Is-operative while the Increased conductivity of the
thruster discharge gap. The current magnitude Is less than the pulse one, but the
operating time Is much longer. This"current Is Inteiided to bum through the thruster If the
CPA power was not enough. FIg.2 shows the diagram of discharge current at anomalous
conductivity Initiation In the operating thruster (at the instance of tl).
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Fig.2. Discharge current diagram while anomalous conductivity
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The thruster bum-through (elimination the increased conductivity basis) may occur In the
interval from ti to t 2 by Id.p (pulse current) or in the Interval from t2 to t 4 (for example, t 3
Instance) by A (bum-through current). If the normal conductivity Is not resumed the thruster
is turned off (t4).
Id.p pulse current produces both the heat and the electrodynamic percussion coercion
that accelerates the recovery of the channel normal conductivity recovery. The burnthrough current value Is set up with regard to the condition Ib2/Ya= Id. n2/Yn, where
Yn and Ya are nominal and anomalous plasma channel conductivity, Id.n Is nominal
discharge current The right choice of CPA capacity and of burn-through current provides
the accelerated course of transition processes in the starting and anomalous modes of
SPT and the correlation In SPT-PPU-PSS .complex without causing PSS and PPU voltage
converters overloading.
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Improvement of SPT exploitation characteristics by PPU
The EPTS exploitation characteristics mainly depend on SPT and on rightly stated and
realized by PPU requirements on SPT power supply and control. While developing EPTS
based on SPT It Is necessary to regard the PPU abilities,to Improve SPT characteristics. For
example, the least reliable elerhent of SPT Is compensator cathode with starting helix
heater made of tungsten that Is subject to the of steep gradient of not established
temperature at the switching on and off Instances. The gradient causes mechan!cal and
thermal stresses in the material of the helix that lead to tungsten crystal structure loosening
In consequence of Interatomic bindings breaking. Besides, the helix also Is affected by
electrodynamic Impacts lead to premature mechanical disintegration of the helix whose
strength Is weakened by thermocycllc processes. It Is possible to reduce much this coercions
and so to lengthen cathodes and the whole SPT lifetime by smooth voltage Increasing
and decreasing while cathode heater switching on and off that Is not hard to cooperate with
the cathode heating controller.
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The efforts to..correlation of. starting and anomalous SPT modes and outcome
characteristics of PPU discharge clrcuits.supply source also are an aid to Increase EPTS
lifetime. The lifetime lengthening- Is accomplished -by;:, decreasing the propellant losses
and cycles SPT and PPU commutation elements switching on.,
PPU may Improve one of the basic EPTS features that is SPT thrust stability. The thrust
magnitude may be represented to enough approximation as follows:
.~,,1I

F =2Udd

th,

(1)

•

where Ud, Id are discharge voltage and current,
rn Is propellant flow per second;
r7f is thruster efficiency.
In the thrusters designed and made with the good quality the discharge current Is equal
the propellant flow expresses In terms of current [3]:

Id= aem/M,

(2)

I

where e and M are electronic charge and mass correspondingly, a= Id/Im Is a
factor that Is 1 In Ideal conditions.
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Rewriting (1) in terms of (2) gives:

3

F I:iLU2Mr'e
where 21M r/r'c

S

,

(3)

= K may be regarded as a constant

As it follows from (3), the thruster thrust Is defined by Ud and Id
That Is why PPU
developers are confronted with the problem of stabilization Ud and Id that automatically
makes F stable. This requirement contains two essential drawbacks First, It Is necessary
to form two Independent stabilization channels: by current and by voltage. Second, absolute
value of the thrust stabilization error Is determined by the sum of two parameters Ud and Id
stabilization errors. Since the stabilization channels are Independent, the errors being
added may have the same sign.
These drawbacks may be banished If we pose not the problem of to stabilize (3)
arguments, but of to stabilize the function that is F. Because of lack of the reasonable SPT
thrust sensors the current value of the thrust has to be calculated using Ud and Id
voltage sensors signal values. To Increase the stabilization accuracy the squared values of
the given and the rated thrust are compared according to the expression
SF

2

= KldUd

(4)

(4) Is the algorithm of the Increased accuracy method of the SPT thrust stabilization [4] that
contains the possibility of forming only one stabilization channel and not requiring neither
IUd, nor Id stabilization.
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Conclusion

In consequence of variety of forms and energy EPTS elements use and of there are
starting and anomalous EPT elements operating modes, power processing systems are
needed which are Integral parts of EPTS.
The most rational structure of PPU for EPTS based on SPT is the structure that contains as
many PPS and their commutators as simultaneously operating SPT and that has 1.4 times
less mass.

SPPUs

perform not only the functions of maintenance EPT and TS parameters In whole,
but also may Improve them by forming special power supply and control modes that
provide the favourable proceeding of transient processes In the EPTS elements and let also
to eliminate perturbing coercions the PPS.
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